Studieplan 2016/2017
Experience-based Master in Information Security
Studyprogramcode
MISEB
Short description
Information technology permeates all aspects of society and has become critical to industry,
government, and individual well-being. Securing the vital services and structures and ensuring
availability of trustworthy information whenever and wherever it is required has become a field of
intensive interdisciplinary research, development and application in the recent years. At the same time,
information security has become an area of extensive commercial activity with thousands of companies
developing and marketing various services and products for information and communication
technology (ICT), e.g. computer systems, communication networks, and software applications. The
experience-based master in information security provides the students with complex skills within a
specific area of specialization, as well as the theoretical background and attitudes necessary to succeed
in this challenging yet eminently rewarding application domain.
Area(s) of specialization

Track: Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation

Criminal investigations involving computer technology is significantly growing. This applies to both
new types of crime as well as traditional crimes that are now being committed by the use of new
computer technology. Typical examples are the use of digital media and communication equipment in
connection with drug trafficking, sexual offenses, threats and persecution, human trafficking and
economic crime. The increasing use of information technology has resulted in new challenges in terms
of legislation and law enforcement methods, both nationally and internationally. It is therefore
important that the accrued expertise to investigate digital evidence and to prevent cybercrime can be
provided on the basis of an understanding of information and communication technology, the
implementation of the rule of law as well as the protection and assurance of privacy. The purpose of
the digital forensics and cybercrime investigation track is to contribute to the forensic investigation of
digital evidence and cybercrime by using forensically sound methods and tools that promote the rule of
law and protect privacy. This specialized education is seen in a the wider context of information and
cyber security in order to leverage cooperation and exchange between various stakeholders, e.g. ICT
and critical infrastructure providers, cooperate-forensic investigators and incident responders, law
enforcement, national security and defense.
The objectives of this track of the study program are achieved through a curricula based on courses
reflecting current best practices, established standards and new developments in the field, reflecting
both profound practical work experiences, development work and research activities of the teaching
staff. The track is closely related to practitioners from specialized application domains, e.g. the
Norwegian Police University College, as well as the academic research community at NTNU and the
Norwegian Information Security laboratory (NISlab).
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Track: Corporate Forensics

The need for criminal investigations in the corporate sector is significantly growing. This applies to
both new types of crime as well as traditional crimes that are now being committed by the use of new
computer technology. Typical examples are the use of digital media and communication equipment in
connection with data theft, mishandling of data leading to compliance issues, corporate espionage and
economic crime. The increasing use of information technology has resulted in new challenges in terms
of internal and external attacks on corporate values. It is therefore important that the accrued expertise
to prevent cybercrime can be provided on the basis of an understanding of information and
communication technology, the implementation of company policies as well as the protection and
assurance of privacy. The purpose of the corporate forensics track is to contribute to the forensic
investigation of digital evidence and cybercrime by using forensically sound methods and tools. This
specialized education is seen in a the wider context of information and cyber security in order to
leverage cooperation and exchange between various stakeholders, e.g. ICT and critical infrastructure
providers, cyber security operators and incident responders, law enforcement, national security and
defense.
The objectives of this track of the study program are achieved through a curricula based on courses
reflecting current best practices, established standards and new developments in the field, reflecting
both profound practical work experiences, development work and research activities of the teaching
staff. The track is closely related to practitioners from specialized application domains, as well as the
academic research community at NTNU and the Norwegian Information Security laboratory (NISlab).

Track: Cyber Operations

The increase in digitization of the society comes with a flip side of increase in illegal, malicious and
unwanted/unintended use of the cyber domain (cyberattacks). As a result many organizations have seen
the need to protect their assets by putting together teams to prevent, detect and handle cyber attacks.
These teams (sometimes just one person) comes with many names, such as Security Operations Center
(SOC), Cybersecurity Operations Center (CSOC), Computer Security Incident Response Team
(CSIRT) or Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT).
Successful organizations try to control the cyber domain to their advantage, instead of passively
observing and fixing technical aspects of the cyberattack. Therefore, there is an ever increasing demand
for any company or organization to set aside resources to protect their interests from attacks in cyber
domain. The most important resource in this respect is knowledge and it is therefore important that
expertise to prevent, detect and handle cyberattack is not based on understanding of basic ICT and
information security principles alone, but also knowledge about tactics and operations needed to
control the cyber domain. Such knowledge is crucial for any SOC, CSIRT or similar cyber security
teams.
Cyber Operations should be the science about controlling the cyber domain to the best of organizations
or society, through Information management, network centric business and information warfare. The
proposed track provides advanced knowledge in cyber-techniques, -tactics and -operations.
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Cyber-techniques will focus on technical skills needed to understand the underlying incidents, such as
malware analysis. Cyber-tactics and -intelligence will focus on how to organize resources and use them
to control the cyber domain and make organizations resilient to cyber attacks.
The purpose of this track is to provide knowledge on strengthening organizations resilience against
cyber attacks and ability to handle them. Handling cyberattacks aims at reducing the consequences or
impact of the attacks on individuals, organizations or the society in addition to the technical analysis of
the underlying incident (e.g. loss of information og downtime of services). This will require focus on
combining deep technical analysis with context information about what valuable assets are for
individuals, organizations or the society.
The objectives of this track of the study program are achieved through a curriculum based on courses
reflecting current best practice, established standards, development work and research activities of the
teaching staff. A close collaboration with partners (e.g. CYFOR, NorSIS and other partners of CCIS)
allows the study program to quickly adapt to new technologies, challenges and threats. This facilitates
real life scenarios/cases for the students.
Duration
The experience-based master program (90 ECTS credits) is available as a part-time study program over
three years. The entire program is taught in English, and the degree awarded upon completion is:
«Experience-Based Master in Information Security/Specialization Track». The program has three
specialization tracks:
«Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation»
«Corporate Forensics»
«Cyber Operations»
The program does not qualify the students to proceed to Ph.D. studies.
Expected learning outcomes
Knowledge

The candidate possesses advanced knowledge in the field of information security generally and
the chosen track specifically: Digital forensics and cybercrime investigation, Corporate forensics
or Cyber operations.
The candidate possesses thorough knowledge of the theory, best practices and methods in the
field of information security generally and the chosen track specifically.
The candidate is capable of applying knowledge in new areas within the field of information
security generally and the chosen track specifically.
The candidate is familiar with current state-of-the-art in the field of information security
generally and the chosen track specifically.
The candidate possesses thorough knowledge of methodology, needed to plan and carry out
application and development projects in the field of information security generally and the
chosen track specifically.

Skills
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The candidate is capable of analyzing existing theories, methods and interpretations of theories
within the chosen track as well as independently analysing and solving theoretical and practical
problems.
The candidate is capable of using independently relevant methods in fact-finding and
development. These methods include literature study, critical thinking, logical reasoning and
performing methodologically sound experiments together with interpreting their results.
The candidate is capable of performing critical analysis of different information sources and
applying the results of that analysis in academic and practical reasoning, structuring and
formulating theoretical and application-specific problems.
The candidate is capable of carrying out a plan of a specialization project under supervision.
The candidate is capable of completing an independent study and development project of
moderate size under supervision (example: the master thesis), adhering to the current code of
professional conduct and ethics in academic fieldwork.

General competence

The candidate is capable of analyzing professional and academic problems.
The candidate is capable of using knowledge and skills to carry out advanced tasks and projects.
The candidate is capable of imparting comprehensive independent work in the field of
information security. The candidate also masters the terminology in the field of information
security and his/her area of specialization.
The candidate is capable of communicating academic issues, analysis and conclusions both with
experts in the field of information security and with the general audience.
The candidate emerge with greater insight and confidence in the professional role.
The candidate can identify and evaluate ethical dilemmas in the conducting work.
The candidate is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes.
Target Group
Track: Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation
Personnel working in police service and law enforcement in the Nordic countries who have
digital forensics and cybercrime investigation as their primary work task.
Track: Corporate Forensics
Personnel in private corporations, public services or inspectorates who deal with the
investigation of ICT incidents and digital trace evidence.
Track: Cyber Operations
Personnel working in private, public and governmental organizations/companies who have a
work tasks related to preventing, detecting and handling cyber attacks; typically, personnel from
SOC, CSIRT and CERT environments.
Admission Criteria
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To enter the study programme, applicants must have a relevant bachelor degree with a grade point
average of at least C, and at least two years of relevant work experience.
Relevant bachelor degrees for the track Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation are: bachelor
degree in police studies or bachelor degree from The Norwegian Defence University College (NDUC);
or bachelor degree, Cand. Mag. degree or other relevant degrees (see § 3-4 Lov om universiteter og
høyskoler) in another field relevant for information security within digital forensics and cybercrime
investigation.
Relevant bachelor degrees for the tracks Corporate Forensics and Cyber Operations include, but are not
limited to, all bachelor degrees within the area of computing or technology in general.
Relevant work experience for the track Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation is at least two
years of practical work experience within the area of digital forensics and cybercrime investigation.
Relevant work experience for the tracks Corporate Forensics and Cyber Operations is at least two years
of work experience within information security. This work experience must include practical work with
computers and networks.
In addition, some of the courses in the Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation track requires
students to have passed the syllabus of Nordic Computer Forensics Investigators Level 2 (NCFI 2) or
equivalent education.
Course Structure
The whole study program is accessible for on-campus and remote students (note: some presence on
campus is required of all students, see section on “Study methods”). It is mainly organized as a
web-based, online program. The teaching methods emphasis a student-centered learning via Internet.
The study program is delivered via an online learning-management system with a focus on pedagogical
methods that generates student activity, such as a virtual computer laboratory. The working methods of
the program are intended to provide students with individual learning primarily yet may also opt for
peer interactions, and in particular highlight the link between theory and practice.
All previous courses have to be completed before starting work on the master thesis (an exception of
10 missing credits may be tolerated at the discretion of the director of the study program, but only if
the missing credits are not relevant for the topic of the master thesis).
The tracks Corporate forensics and Cyber operations have all courses as mandatory. The track Digital
forensics and cybercrime investigation has elective courses in semester two, three and four, where the
elective courses offered depend on the interest of students in this track but also on the interest of
students in other study programs these courses are a part of. Which of the courses Windows forensics,
Apple-device forensics and Forensic tool development are offered in each of these semesters will be
announced before the beginning of the semester. In other words, students will be offered to take all
three courses but the sequence of these courses is not fixed.
Study methods
Lectures
Exercises
Assignments
Project work
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Essay/Article writing
Independent study
Lab exercises
The Experience-Based Master program in Information Security makes extensive use of flexible
distance study methods. Every course contains the whole study material in digital form available
online, via a learning-management system available to the students once enrolled in the program. Some
courses use online or home exams, while some exams may require physical presence on campus. In
general, on-campus presence is required two to four times per semester.
Technical Prerequisites
The students are expected to have access to an updated computer and broadband Internet connection.
Software that is needed is mostly freely available on the Internet. As for the practical computer skills, it
is expected that the students are capable of using any contemporary operating system (Microsoft
Windows, GNU/Linux, Mac OS, etc.) both with a graphical user interface and a command-line
interface. Some of the courses in the Digital forensics and cybercrime investigation track require
students to have access to a Mac OS X computer and a Windows computer. For the tracks Corporate
forensics and Cyber operations, students need to have some programming experience and should be
able to read and understand assembly language.
Internal/external examiner
Most courses have internal examiners, but some of them have external examiners, or a combination of
both. Once in a period of five years, every course will have an external examiner. The «Master thesis»
always has an external examiner.
Internationalization
The students may travel abroad to study for their master theses. The faculty has strong links to many of
the leading international academic groups, educational and training facilities, as well as relevant
laboratories. Students are encouraged to contact the program director to ask for advice on relevant
internships and travel opportunities. The track Digital forensics and cybercrime investigation has
strong links to the setup of the Nordic Computer Forensic Investigator (NCFI ) program.
Publiser
Yes
Degree
Mastergrad
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Experienced-based Master in Information Security: Cyber Operations track
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

IMT4113

Introduction to Cyber and Information Security Technology

C

7.5

IMT4110

Scientific Methodology and Communication

C

7.5

IMT4116

Reverse Engineering and Malware Analysis

C

7.5

IMT4123

System Security

C

7.5

IMT4204

Intrusion Detection in Physical and Virtual Networks

C

7.5

IMT4114

Introduction Digital Forensics

C

7.5

IMT4213

Cyber Tactics

C

7.5

IMT4214

Cyber Intelligence

C

7.5

IMT4905

Experience-based Master’s Thesis

C

S1(A)

Sum:

S2(S)

15

S3(A)

15

S4(S)

15

S5(A)

15

S6(S)

15

15

15

15

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course

Experienced-based Master in Information Security: Corporate Forensics track
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

IMT4113

Introduction to Cyber and Information Security Technology

C

7.5

IMT4114

Introduction Digital Forensics

C

7.5

IMT4130

Cybercrime Investigation

C

7.5

IMT4116

Reverse Engineering and Malware Analysis

C

7.5

IMT4204

Intrusion Detection in Physical and Virtual Networks

C

7.5

IMT4110

Scientific Methodology and Communication

C

7.5

IMT4128

Socio-technical Systems Enabled Crime

C

7.5

IMT4215

Experience–based Specialization Project

C

7.5

IMT4905

Experience-based Master’s Thesis

C

S1(A)

Sum:

S2(S)

15

S3(A)

15

S4(S)

15

S5(A)

15

S6(S)

15

15

15

15

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course

Experienced-based Master in Information Security: Digital Forensics and Cybercrime
Investigation track
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester
S1(A)

IMT4114
IMT4012-PHS
IMT4128
IMT4110

IMT4905

S2(S)

S3(A)

S4(S)

Introduction Digital Forensics

C

7.5

Open Source Forensics

C

10

Socio-technical Systems Enabled Crime

C

7.5

Elective, 10 ECTS

E

10

Scientific Methodology and Communication

C

7.5

Elective, 10 ECTS

E

10

Elective, 7.5 ECTS

E

Experience-based Master’s Thesis

C
Sum:

S5(A)

S6(S)

7.5
17.5

17.5

17.5

7.5

15

15

15

15

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course
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Elective Courses for Experienced-based Master in Digital Forensics and Cybercrime
Investigation
Coursecode

Course name

C/E *)

ECTS each. semester

IMT4013-PHS

Windows Forensics

E

10

10

IMT4504-PHS

Apple-device Forensics

E

10

10

IMT4505-PHS

Forensic Tool Development

E

10

IMT4130

Cybercrime Investigation

E

IMT4215

Experience–based Specialization Project

E

S1(A)

S2(S)

10
7.5
7.5

Sum:

0

0

*) C - Compulsory course, E - Elective course
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Emneoversikt
IMT4114 Introduction Digital Forensics - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4114
Course name:
Introduction Digital Forensics
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
English
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge :
Digital Forensics methodology with a solid understanding of requirements for handling digital
evidence
Requirements and impact on maintaining evidence integrity and chain of custody
Principles, procedures, and the basic concepts of forensic standards and best practices, e.g.
forensic tool testing
The overall process for establishment and maintenance of a digital forensic lab environment
The role of expert witnesses and digital evidence in the context of legal proceedings
The role of policies, standards and guidelines for controls and is capable of applying his/her
knowledge in case studies
Legal, privacy and ethical aspects of digital forensics investigations.
Skills :
Forensic acquisition of digital evidence from computer and network media
Live system forensics and evaluation of order of volatility
Evidence analysis with timeline analysis and forensic reconstruction
Scientific documentation of forensic acquisition and analysis
Applying forensic principles on practical case-studies
Performing stakeholder analysis, risk assessment and forensic triage on limited case-studies
Evaluating the applicability of forensic methods and tools for various controls given a certain
scope and policy for the control
General competence :
Capability of analyzing business, legal, ethical and case-specific requirements for planning and
conducting a digital forensics investigation
Understanding of forensic analysis and incident response processes
Working independently and familiarity with digital forensics terminology
Capability of discussing professional problems such as documentation, decision making
processes, implementation plans, operations, reviews and corrective actions, with forensic
experts, IT specialists and general managers
Learning skills to continue acquiring new knowledge and skills in a largely self-directed manner
Ability to contribute to innovative thinking and innovation processes
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Topic(s):
Digital investigations, stakeholders and their roles
Digital evidence, e.g. acquisition, admissibility, authenticity
Chain of custody, evidence integrity and forensic soundness
File and live system forensics
Timeline analysis
Forensic reconstructions
Internet and network forensics
Automation and forensic tools
Reporting and presenting evidence
Expert witness and cyber crime law
Computational forensics
Forensic readiness
Advanced topics if time permits
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
Laboratory work
E-learning
Net Support Learning
Project work
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through the university’s learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
An average where project work counts for 50%, and final written exam counts for 50% of the grade
according to the recommended averaging process.
Both parts must be passed.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner, external examiner is used periodically every fifth year, next time fall
2018.
Re-sit examination:
For the final written exam: Ordinary re-sit examination in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
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Examination support:
None except lexicon to/from any language and English.
Coursework Requirements:
The students are required to follow/attend the lab work sessions and complete all required hand-ins.
(The lab sessions will be made available to remote students electronically).
Groupwise oral presentation of project work must be approved.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Associate Professor Stefan Axelsson
Teaching Materials:
Course book/papers/supplementary materials, such as; Digital Forensics, André Årnes ed., lecture and
other presentation materials and selected papers.
Replacement course for:
IMT4012 Digital forensics 1
Additional information:
Knowledge of Linux is an advantage. The course will be held in English.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4012-PHS Open Source Forensics - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4012-PHS
Course name:
Open Source Forensics
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Duration (additional text):
Autumn semester
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
NCFI2 or similar, see admisson criteria for MISEB studyprogram, courses delivered by PHS
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
After completing the course the candidate possesses knowledge of:
The importance of open source software in the investigation
New methods and techniques used in the investigation
Legal and ethical issues
Automation of techniques
The benefit of being able to customize the tool in relation to specific challenges
Skills
After completing the course the candidate can:
Utilize the potential of tools written in open source
Master command interpreters
Assess tools for adapting to different situations
Develop Open source tools for efficient investigation within the rule of law
Understand scripts written by others and adapt them to your context
Validate proprietary and open tools
General Competence
After completing the course the candidate can:
Emerge with greater insight and confidence in the professional role
Show personal responsibility for tasks in the investigation of electronic tracking
Identify and evaluate ethical dilemmas in work performance
See a record in a bigger prevention and investigation purposes
Topic(s):
Linux operating system, commands, and tools
Linux filesystem and forensic artifacts
Scripting and programming for investigators
Building own forensic toolkit applications
Forensic tool testing and quality assurance
Linux analysis and data recovery techniques
Investigation and forensic analysis
Law and ethics
Crime prevention policing
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
E-learning
Mandatory assignments
Other
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
Lectures and exercises delivered by PHS, through PHS´s digital learning system (It´s
Learning/PingPong)
Other: Independent study
The course will be made accessible for remote students. It is organized as a web-based, online course
where students can choose their own study time and follow their progress. The program is estimated to
be approx. 280 hours.
In the course student-centered learning activities on the internet are emphasized, including 10 online,
on-demand lectures and the use of a virtual computer lab. The learning activities shall contribute to the
learning outcome of the students, and in particular emphasize the relationship between theory and
practice.
In this course, students will build their forensic toolkit from scratch, which also takes place in a virtual
environment. Throughout the course students will construct their forensic toolkit gradually and end
with a complete machine that is specially adapted to needs of a digital forensic investigator. Students
will be guided through the various required steps in the process.
A distributed online learning platform at NTNU and the Norwegian Police University College is used
in the administration and implementation of the course.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Assessment consists of two parts, pass decision is on cumulative grade of both parts:
Individual home exam over 8 hours (50%)
Assessment of the student configuration of its own laptop computer (50%)
Both parts must be passed.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
External examiner (1 or 2). Assessment by PHS.
Re-sit examination:
At the discression of PHS.
A new computer installation must be provided and the examination must be re-sat.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
Dictionary
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Coursework Requirements:
The following course requirements must be met and approved before students can take the exam:
Up to three tests related to specific topics
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Erik Hjelmås (NTNU), lecturer Fergus Thomas Toolan (PHS)
Teaching Materials:
The following textbooks are the primary material in the course curriculum.
Altheide, C. & Carvey, H. (2011). Digital Forensics with Open Source Tools. Waltham, MA:
Syngress
Cameron, N. (2005). Learning the bash Shell: Unix Shell Programming. Sebastopol: O'Reilly
Media
Additional information:
This course is delivered by PHS (Politihøgskolen).
Only available to students in the MISEB studyprogram (Experience based master in Information
Security), track Digital Forensics and Cybercrime Investigation.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4128 Socio-technical Systems Enabled Crime - Study plans
2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4128
Course name:
Socio-technical Systems Enabled Crime
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
The students shall primarily understand the socio-technical ICT evolution that has taken place
over the last thirty years that has led to a widening vulnerability gap between what we can do
with ICT and what we can cost effective control with ICT.
The students shall be given a broad systems theory perspective connected to practical cases so
they will have the insight to implement a roadmap for information security in organizations and
businesses.
The candidate possess insight and understanding of technological enable crime
The candidate possesses good understanding of the socio-technical risk anlaysis and reflect on
the use appropriate security metrics for analysis.
Skills:
The student can use relevant systems sciences and socio-technical theory in independent research
and development in information security organization and management
The student is capable of performing critical analysis of various literature sources and applying
them in structuring and formulating scientific reasoning information security organization and
management.
The student is capable of carrying out an independent limited research or development project in
information security and management under supervision, following the applicable ethical rules.
General competence
The student is capable of analyzing relevant professional and research ethical problems in
information security organization and management.
The student is capable of applying his/her information security knowledge and skills in new
fields, in order to accomplish advanced tasks and projects.
The student is capable of discussing professional problems, analyses and conclusions in the
information security organization and management, both with specialists and with general
audience.
The student is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes in information
security and socio-technical modeling and analysis for information security management.
Topic(s):
Historical Technology adoption and Information Security Problems and Solutions in Society
Organization and for individuals
Technology enable crime in society and organization
Socio-technical metrics for cultural, and organizational changes.
Introduction to Socio-technical Risk, Threat and vulnerability Modeling
Root Cause Analysis – Society, Organization, Individual .
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Group works
E-learning
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Project work
Reflection
Meeting(s)/Seminar(s)
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through NTNU’s learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Project reports (49%)
Individual written exam (51%).
Both assessment parts must be passed.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Internal examiner on the project reports, internal and external examiner on the written exam.
Re-sit examination:
Ordinary re-sit examination in August for the written exam.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Each group must present their mini case work s/case (approved/not approved)
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Professor Stewart Kowalski
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Teaching Materials:
Books/standards, conference/journal papers and web resources.
Roadmap to Information Security, For IT and Infosec Managers, Michael E Whitman, Hervert J
Mattord,, Course Technology 2011.
Related articles
Compendium.
Optional
Michael Whitman, Herbert Mattord og Andrew Green: Principles of Incident Response and Disaster
Recovery, 2nd Edition. Thomson, 2014.
Marie A. Wright: John S Kakalik , Information Security: Contemporary Cases
Information Security: Contemporary Cases , Jones and Bartlett Publishers, Inc. ,
USA ©2006 ISBN:0763738190
Replacement course for:
IMT4152 Socio-tech Security Risk Modeling and Analysis 1, IMT4402 Socio-tech Modeling of
Cybercrime
Publish:
Yes
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Elective, 10 ECTS - Study plans 2016-2017
Course name:
Elective, 10 ECTS
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
Skills
General competence
Topic(s):
1.
2.
...
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Katrin Franke
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4110 Scientific Methodology and Communication - Study
plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4110
Course name:
Scientific Methodology and Communication
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
English
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
have deep knowledge about central questions within the theory of science
be able to analyze central topics within the theory of science
know central terminology for scientific work
Know channels and strategies for scientific communication
Skills
be able to suggest a topic of investigation within science
independently be able to make a plan of how to carry out a scientific work
competence to search for academic publications using central databases
facilitate and analyze data from science projects
General knowledge
competence to read and analyze scientific publications
be able to report results from scientific projects, including projects carried out by the student
herself
have developed a clear ethical attitude in relation to how scientific methodology is used
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Topic(s):
Introduction to the theory of science
Characteristics of good research
Research ethics
Research as a means of systematic progress
Quantitative and qualitative research designs
Characteristics of good research topics and how to create one
Literature studies
Choice of methods, including planning and how to carry out and analyze experiments/studies
Use of research databases for problem solving
Data analysis and statistics
Teaching Methods:
Essay
Lectures
E-learning
Project work
Tutoring
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be offered both as an ordinary campus course and as a course that is offered in a
flexible way to off-campus students. Lecture notes, e-lectures and other types of e-learning material
will be offered through our Learning Management system (LMS). Communication between the
teachers and the students, and among the students, will be facilitated by the LMS.
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through NTNUs learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 4 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Both internal and external examiner on the written exam.
Re-sit examination:
Ordinary re-sit examination for the written exam in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
English-First Language dictionary.
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Coursework Requirements:
Essay (s)
Participation and presentation of project work.
Participation and report from alternative project for off-campus students.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Frode Volden
Course responsibility:
Førstelektor Frode Volden
Teaching Materials:
Books:
Leedy, P D, and Ormrod, J E: "Practical Research, -Planning and design", 11 th ed. Pearson
Educational Int.
Additional handouts and material made available on Fronter.
Replacement course for:
IMT 4421 Scientific Methodology
Publish:
Yes
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Elective, 7.5 ECTS - Study plans 2016-2017
Course name:
Elective, 7.5 ECTS
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
Skills
General competence
Topic(s):
1.
2.
...
Teaching Methods:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
IMT
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4905 Experience-based Master’s Thesis - Study plans
2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4905
Course name:
Experience-based Master’s Thesis
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
30
Duration:
Autumn and spring
Duration (additional text):
First time Autumn 2016
Language of instruction:
English
Prerequisite(s):
Course work in the study program (60ETCS) must be passed before the work on the master thesis can
be started. The exception of 10 missing credits may be tolerated at the discretion of the director of the
study program, but only if the missing credits are not relevant for the topic of the master thesis.
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Expected learning outcomes:
After successfully completing the program, students:
Knowledge
Possess specialized insight into a application domain and relevant academic work.
Possess knowledge of theoretical background and methods being used in the area of
specialization.
Skills
Are capable of defining a significant and complex application and innovation problem relevant
to the master program, clearly and independently, but with guidance from a supervisor.
Are capable of analyzing existing literature, studies, methods, and interpretations.
Are capable of planning and conducting necessary studies or experiments, organizing and
analyzing data acquired, drawing defensible conclusions, and making recommendations based on
these.
Are capable of documenting the results achieved in an academic project, mastering the
terminology of the field.
General Competence
Are capable of acquiring new knowledge.
Are capable of presenting academic work and results in oral form.
Topic(s):
The student shall pick a specific problem of relevance to the master's program. The topic must
represent a challenge within the specific area and must require that the student adheres to practices that
are common within the area. The topic must be pre-approved by the supervisor.
Teaching Methods:
Project work
Meeting(s)/Seminar(s)
Tutoring
Teaching Methods (additional text):
Independent study
Supervision
Seminars/workshops (1-2)
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral presentation
Evaluation of Project(s)
Other
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Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
Project report (essay) and oral examination
The project report is given a temporary grade. Individual oral examination/presentation may adjust the
grade up or down to the final grade, according to performance. Students must obtain a passing grade on
the report to be able to present themselves for the oral examination/presentation. Students must pass
both parts to pass the course.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
External examiner and internal examiners
Re-sit examination:
After failure, a student may submit a new or a revised thesis once. If the student chooses to submit a
revised version of the thesis, this must be submitted in the following semester.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
The student must participate in the supervision as a mentee. The student must continuously be able to
present project status to the supervisor and demonstrate that the project can be completed according to
the current project plan or, alternatively, adjust the plan accordingly to ensure a successful outcome.
Master Thesis agreement signed by student and supervisor to be handed in at the beginning of the
semester.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Dekan AIMT, Nils Kalstad Svendsen
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4013-PHS Windows Forensics - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4013-PHS
Course name:
Windows Forensics
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Vår
Duration (additional text):
Autumn (evt Spring semester).
First time Autumn 2016
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
NFCI2, admission criteria for MISEB studyprogram, courses delivered by PHS
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
After completing the course the candidate possesses knowledge of:
Identification, handling and examination of various Windows-based computing devices
Technical details of the Windows operating system in order to investigate computer incidents
Methods and techniques for collecting and analyzing data from Windows computer systems
Methodologies to track user-based activities for further usage in investigations
Legal, privacy and ethical aspects to be considered in investigations
Skills
After completing the course the candidate can:
Collect and analyze digital evidence on Windows computer systems
Search Windows computer systems for evidence and recover deleted data
Navigate and investigate the Windows registry
Obtain information on the Windows system and user/group profiles
Investigate pagefile, system memory and unallocated space
Evaluate and apply relevant methods, techniques and tools in all phases of the investigation of
Windows computer systems
General Competence
After completing the course the candidate can:
Emerge with greater insight and confidence in the professional role
Show personal responsibility for tasks in the investigation of electronic evidence
Identify and evaluate ethical dilemmas in work performance
See digital forensics in a broader proactive and reactive context
Topic(s):
Windows filesystem and artifacts, e.g. Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8
Windows system information and registry forensics
Users profiles and user forensic data, e.g. access, program execution, download
Memory, pagefile and unallocated space analysis
Eventlog, prefetch and recycle-bin analysis
Browser forensics and examination of browser artifacts
Law and ethics
Crime prevention policing
Teaching Methods:
E-learning
Other
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for remote students. It is organized as a web-based, online course
where students can choose their own start time and follow their progress within the semester. The
course program is estimated to be approx. 280 hours.
The teaching methods emphasis a student-centered learning via Internet, including 10 online,
on-demand lectures and the use of a virtual computer lab. In this course, students will work on realistic
forensic case scenarios to promote hands-on experiences in the proper acquisition, preparation,
analysisy, reconstruction and reporting/presentation of electronic trace evidence on Windows computer
systems. The forensic case scenarios and trail investigations take place in a virtual environment. The
working methods of the course is intended to provide students with a close link between theory and
practice. The students will report his/her work in an essay/article that is part of the assessment.
A distributed online learning platform at the Norwegian Police University College (PHS) is used in the
administration and implementation of the course (PHS´s It´s Learning/PingPong).
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The program is concluded with an examination consisting of two parts:
A project conducted by the students during the last part of the program
A 4-hour written examination
Both parts of the examination must be passed, and are each weighted 50%.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
External examiner. Evaluated by PHS examiner.
Re-sit examination:
All parts must be retaken. Re-sit examination for the written exam in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
Dictionary
Coursework Requirements:
The following requirements have to be fulfilled and approved before students may sit the exam:
Two mandatory assignments.
One web-based campus week.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
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Course responsibility:
Erik Hjelmås (NTNU) lecturer Rune Nordvik (PHS)
Teaching Materials:
Elrick, D (2014): Forensic Examination of Windows Supported File Systems,
USA. Chapter 13 (26 pages). ISBN 978-1497358355
Sammes, T., Jerkinson B. (2007): Forensic Computing - A practitioner's
Guide. UK: Springer. Chapter 6. (61 pages). ISBN 978-1-84628-397-0
A number of specific web resources and research articles will be provided
to students during the course. These will form part of the mandatory
reading requirements and will be examinable. There are 87 pages of
mandatory literature from books and approximately 400 pages from
lessons, web resources and research papers.
Additional information:
This course will be delivered by PHS (Politihøgskolen), only available to students in the MISEB
program on the track Digital forensics and cybercrime investigation.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4504-PHS Apple-device Forensics - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4504-PHS
Course name:
Apple-device Forensics
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Autumn
Vår
Duration (additional text):
Elective course in Spring semester. Might be available in Autumn semester at the discression of PHS
(Politihøgskolen).
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
NFCI2 or similar, admission criteria for the MISEB studyprogram / courses delivered by PHS
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
After completing the course the candidate possesses knowledge of:
Identification and proper handling of various Apple-based devices
Methods and techniques for locating relevant trace evidence
Legal and ethical issues
Skills
After completing the course the candidate can:
Identify various Apple devices
Evaluate and apply relevant methods, techniques and tools in all phases of investigation of
electronic traces on Apple-based devices
Mastering the command line interface of the operating system
Identify and manage data and hardware that is locked
Advise on management of Apple-based devices
General Competence
After completing the course the candidate can:
Emerge with greater insight and confidence in the professional role
Show personal responsibility for tasks in the investigation of electronic evidence
Identify and evaluate ethical dilemmas in work performance
See digital forensics in a broader proactive and reactive context
Topic(s):
OSX and iOS artifacts
HFS+
Live forensics of Apple devices
Apple hardware artifacts
Ethical dilemmas
Crime prevention policing
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
E-learning
Exercises
Other
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
Other (Independent study)
Other (Essay/Article writing)
The course will be made accessible for remote students. It is organized as a web-based, online course
where students can choose their own start time and follow their progress within the semester. The
program is estimated to be approx. 280 hours.
The teaching methods emphasis a student-centered learning via Internet, including 10 online,
on-demand lectures and the use of a virtual computer lab. In this course, students will build their
forensic toolkit from scratch, which also takes place in a virtual environment. The working methods of
the course is intended to provide students with good learning outcomes, and in particular highlighted
the link between theory and practice. The students will work on an essay/article that is part of the
assessment.
A distributed online learning plattform at PHS (the Norwegian Police University College) is used in the
administration and implementation of the course (PHS´s It´s Learning/PingPong).
Form(s) of Assessment:
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The exam is oral and is a presentation with examination of one of the four assignments. The
assignment is selected by the lecturer.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
External examiner. Evaluated by PHS.
Re-sit examination:
A new term paper must be provided and the examination must be re-sat. Re-sit examination in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
Dictionary
Coursework Requirements:
The following course requirements must be met and approved before students can take the exam:
Up to four assignments related to specific topics
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Erik Hjelmås (NTNU), lecturer Kurt H Hansen (PHS)
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Teaching Materials:
The following textbooks are part of the curriculum. Which pages in the books are to be studied as part
of the curriculum is emphasized in each lesson. The reading will be limited to a maximum of 600
pages.

Taylor, D (2012): Learning Unix for OS X Mountain Lion: Going Deep With the Terminal and
Shell: O'Reilly Media: ISBN-10: 1449332315 :ISBN-13: 978-1449332310.
http://www.amazon.com/Learning-Unix-OS-Mountain-Lion/dp/1449332315/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF
Hogg, A (2011): iPhone and iOS Forensics: Investigation, Analysis and Mobile Security for
Apple iPhone, iPad and iOS Devices: ISBN-10: 1597496596, ISBN-13: 978-1597496599 ,
Edition: 1
http://www.amazon.com/iPhone-iOS-Forensics-Investigation-Analysis/dp/1597496596
Levin, J (2012): Mac OS X and iOS Internals: To the Apple's Core: ISBN-10: 1118057651:
ISBN-13: 978-1118057650, Edition 1:
http://www.amazon.com/Mac-OS-iOS-Internals-apples/dp/1118057651/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF
8&qid=1381431259&sr=8-1&keywords=mac+os+x+and+ios+internals
Additional information:
This course is delivered by PHS (Politihøgskolen). The course is only available to students in the
MISEB Study Programme (Experienced master in Information Security), track Digital Forensics and
Cybercrime Investigation.
To complete IMT4504-PHS Apple Dev.Forensics, the students must have a MAC at their disposal.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4505-PHS Forensic Tool Development - Study plans
2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4505-PHS
Course name:
Forensic Tool Development
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
10
Duration:
Vår
Duration (additional text):
First time spring 2016.
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
NCFI2 or similar, admission criteria for MISEB program and for all courses delivered by PHS
(Politihøgskolen).
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
After completing the course, candidates will have knowledge of:
general programming concepts in both imperative and object-oriented paradigms
methods of forensic tool testing and validation
legal issues related to the admissibility of digital evidence in court proceedings both in the
Nordic countries and internationally
Skills
After completing the course, candidates will be able to:
develop large-scale forensic applications
compare the performance of forensic tools
evaluate the validity of the results returned by forensic tools
present the results of new tools in the courtroom
General competence
After completing the course, candidates will be able to:
perform professional tasks in the role of digital forensic investigator with increased insight and
confidence
see the role of digital forensics in a broader perspective during an investigation
identify ethical and legal issues during investigation
Topic(s):
The field of digital forensics and cybercrime investigation is expanding rapidly. The ability to develop
software solutions to handle problems in these areas is of paramount importance in the continued
success of these techniques in court proceedings. This course examines the means by which forensic
tools are developed. Students will progress from basic programming, to the development of large-scale
forensic solutions. As the ultimate aim of every case is its successful prosecution in a courtroom,
students will see how the forensic tools are tested and validated using scientific methodologies, thus
ensuring that any evidence acquired through the use of these tools will be admissible in court.
Teaching Methods:
E-learning
Exercises
Other
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
This course will be delivered on-line through a combination of lectures, exercises, quizzes and
assignments.
The approximate duration of the module is 280 hours.
Students may choose to study at their own pace within the semester. However, it is expected that the
course is completed within 4 months. Since software development is a practical skill, students will be
presented with numerous exercises throughout the course to ensure that they have sufficient practical
exposure.
Student support will be delivered via electronic means such as: email, discussion fora, chat and virtual
classrooms.
An e-learning platform is used for the administration and implementation of the module (PHS It´s
Learning/PingPong).
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral exam, individually
Other
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The programme concludes with an examination consisting of two parts:
Submission of software development project
An oral examination based on the project
Both parts of the examination must be passed. An overall grade is given, which may be adjusted
one step up or down based on oral examination.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
1 or 2 external examiners. Evaluated by PHS.
Re-sit examination:
The project must be retaken next time the course is running.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Successful completion of up to 10 on-line MCQ tests throughout the course. Students may have
multiple attempts at these tests if necessary.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Erik Hjelmås (NTNU), lecturer Fergus Thomas Toolan (PHS)
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Teaching Materials:
Students will be examined on all material published in the lessons, and a number of specific web
resources and research articles (both technical and legal) which are provided to students during the
course. These form part of the mandatory reading requirements and will be examinable.
In addition, students may wish to refer to the following books:
Lutz, M. (2013) Learning Python(5th Ed.), O'Reilly Media, ISBN: 1449355730
O'Connor, T. J. (2012)Violent Python: A Cookbook for Hackers, Forensic Analysts, Penetration
Testers and Security Engineers.Syngress, ISBN: 1597499579
Downey, A. B. (2012),Think Python, O'Reilly Media, ISBN 144933072X
Students may wish to refer to the following web resources:
Official Python Documentation [https://docs.python.org/2/]
A collection of Python Tutorials: [http://www.tutorialspoint.com/python/]
Additional information:
This will be delivered by PHS (Politihøgskolen), first time in academic year 2015/2016. Only available
for students on the Experience-based master in information security, track Digital Forensics and
Cybercrime Investigation.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4130 Cybercrime Investigation - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4130
Course name:
Cybercrime Investigation
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
IMT4114 Introduction to Digital Forensics or IMT4012 Digital Forensics 1 or IMT4009 Digital
Forensic Methodology, or equivalent.
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
Candidates develop deep understanding in the methodology, technology and application of
digital forensics in cybercrime investigation.
Candidates are expected to reach an advanced level of knowledge in the broad spectrum of
digital evidence, analysis methods and tools.
The course is oriented towards profound theoretical background, where the students learn
contemporary techniques, best practices, and advanced topics.
Skills:
Candidates are capable of analyzing existing theories, methods and interpretations in the field of
digital forensics and working independently on solving theoretical and practical problems related
to cybercrime investigation.
Candidates can use relevant methods in independent studies and development in digital
forensics.
Candidates are capable of performing critical analysis of various literature sources and applying
them in structuring and formulating problem-oriented reasoning in cybercrime investigation.
Candidates are capable of carrying out an independent limited study or development project in
cybercrime investigation under supervision, following the applicable ethical rules.
General competence:
Candidates are capable of analyzing relevant professional and research ethical problems in
cybercrime investigation.
Candidates are capable of applying their knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to
accomplish advanced tasks and projects in cybercrime investigation.
Candidates can work independently and are familiar with terminology of cybercrime
investigation.
Candidates are capable of discussing professional problems, analyses and conclusions in the field
of digital forensics, both with specialists and with general audience.
Candidates are capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes.
Topic(s):
Digital Forensics Ontology
File carving and reconstruction
Multi-media forensics
Malware Forensics: static, dynamic, content
Memory Forensics
Fraud detection and analysis
Open source Intelligence and Internet forensics
Cloud forensics
Search for digital evidence
Selected topics, as for example: Identity Theft, Bitcoin and Dark Net investigation
Guest lectures, as for example: Cooperate Forensics, Embedded device forensics,
Laboratory to forensic case scenarios, investigation report and mock trail
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Net Support Learning
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner. An external examiner will be used every 5th year. Next time in 2019.
Re-sit examination:
Ordinary re-sit examination in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
Dictionary
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Katrin Franke
Course responsibility:
Professor Katrin Franke
Teaching Materials:
The following textbook is the primary reference. Additional sources, e.g. presentation material and 10
selected papers will be provided during the course.
M.Ligh, S.Adair, B.Hartstein and M.Richard (2010). Malware Analyst's Cookbook and DVD: Tools
and Techniques for Fighting Malicious Code.
Replacement course for:
IMT4022 Digital Forensics 2.
Publish:
Yes
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NEW Experience–based Specialization Project - Study plans
2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4215
Course name:
Experience–based Specialization Project
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
Must be determined by the supervisor based upon the particular assignment.
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge
The candidate possesses advanced knowledge in a particular application domain and topic
relevant to the master's program.
The candidate is capable of applying and updating his/her knowledge gained in the master study
to a particular application domain and project topic.
Skills
The candidate can systematically analyze a particular application domain and identify key issues
to be studied in greater detail.
The candidate can formulate objectives and strategic initiatives to outline a project plan.
The candidate can identify special needs and obtain support to implement the project plan.
The candidate is capable of using relevant methods in independent project work to reach the
objectives of the project.
The candidate is capable of performing critical analysis of various literature sources on a
particular topic to conduct the required project work.
The candidate knows relevant methods and terminology in a particular application domain.
General competence
The candidate is capable of critical reflection and thinking.
The candidate is capable of working independently within the field of a particular application
and knows relevant terminology.
The candidate is capable of analyzing relevant professional and academic information sources of
a particular application domain.
The candidate is capable of appreciating the complexity of project work
Objectives
In the specialization project students will focus on developing the analytical skills required to identify
key issues in an application domain, and to formulate a project topic of their choice, e.g. a specific
problem area form their field of study or practical work. Students will learn to develop the require
skills and to master a their topic area individually, as well as to implement effective problem-solving
strategies, and to report on their project topic at an advanced professional level.
Topic(s):
The student and the supervisor will agree on a topic together. The supervisor is responsible for the fact
that the workload for the student should be equivalent to other 7.5 ECTS courses, i.e. approximately
225 hours of work for the student. The student will work as much as possible independently under
supervision of the supervisor.
Teaching Methods:
Project work
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
Project work
Other (Essay/Article writing)
Other (Independent study)
Form(s) of Assessment:
Evaluation of Project(s)
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
External and internal examiner.
Re-sit examination:
The whole subject must be repeated.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Erik Hjelmås
Course responsibility:
Erik Hjelmås
Teaching Materials:
Depending on the particular agreed upon topic.
Replacement course for:
IMT4883
Additional information:
This course is intended to provide students with the possibility of working independently on a
particular topic of his/her interest. The student needs to find a supervisor by him/herself. The
supervisor and the student will need to agree on a topic together. Topics can be for example (list is not
exclusive):
Studying a particular topic from literature
Investigating a particular open theoretical or practical problem
Performing experiments or field studies on a domain-specific application
In general the student will write a report on his studies or findings that can be evaluated either by the
supervisor or by an external examiner. Another option for the evaluation could be writing a
white-paper or an article for publication, a presentation at a seminar/workshop/conference or an oral
exam with the supervisor or a third person. Generally speaking, the work must have theoretical or
practical merits as can be expected from a master student.
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Publish:
Yes
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IMT4113 Introduction to Cyber and Information Security
Technology - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4113
Course name:
Introduction to Cyber and Information Security Technology
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Autumn
Language of instruction:
English
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
The candidate will have a thorough knowledge in the core concepts of cyber and information
security technologies
The candidate possesses thorough knowledge in the primitives of cryptology
The candidate possesses knowledge about theory and scientific methods relevant to cryptology
The candidate possesses basic knowledge in the theory and application of network security
The candidate has thorough knowledge in the theory and methods in authentication and
identification as well as general access control mechanisms
The candidate will possess knowledge in the area of vulnerabilities and attack mechanisms and
methods against cyber and information security systems
The candidate possesses basic knowledge about integrated system security
Skills:
The candidate is capable of finding and performing critical analysis of various literature sources
and applying them in structuring and formulating scientific reasoning in any of the topics of this
course
The candidate is capable of analyzing existing theories, methods, and interpretations in any of
the fields in this course, and work independently on solving theoretical and practical problems.
The candidate can plan and conduct a limited guided research exercise based on primary
literature
General competence:
The candidate is capable of independent working and are familiar with core concepts and
problems in the area of cyber and information security technology
The candidate is capable of discussing issues in the field of cyber and information security
technology with specialists, decision makers and a general audience
The candidate is capable to translate the concepts and ideas of cyber and information security
technology to other fields, both inside and outside of general information security
The candidate is able to identify advanced information security technology related problems and
to contribute with approaches to solve these
Topic(s):
Bases of Crypto
Bases of Network Security
Authentication and Identification
Access Control Models
Attack / Defend Scenarios
Bases of Integrated System Security
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Mandatory assignments
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through the university’s learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Portfolio Assessment
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The overall grade is based on a grade for a final, written exam (3 hrs) as well as a grade for mandatory
exercises.
The final, written exam will count for 60% while the exercises count for 40% of the final grade.
Both parts will be graded on a 0-100 scale and must be passed with at least 40 out of 100 points in
order to pass the course. The final grade is the weighted average of the part scores and the 0-100 scale
score of the final grade will be converted to the A-F scale according to recommended conversion table.
In specific circumstances, can the course responsible slightly adjust the limits in the conversion table to
enforce compatibility with the qualitative descriptions on the A-F scale.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner, external examiner is used periodically every fifth year, first time fall
2018.
Re-sit examination:
Re-sit only possible the next time the course is running.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
D: Ingen trykte eller håndskrevne hjelpemidler tillatt. Bestemt, enkel kalkulator tillatt.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Professor Patrick Bours
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Teaching Materials:
Books/standards, conference/journal papers and web resources, such as:
W. Stallings & L. Brown: "Computer Security - Principles and practice", 3. edition (Global
edition): Picture of cover page attached (ISBN-10:1-292-06617-2, ISBN-13:
978-1-292-06617-2)
A. Menezes: “Handbook of Applied Cryptography”, http://cacr.uwaterloo.ca/hac/
D. Gollmann: “Computer Security”, 3rd edition Wiley, 2011
M. Bishop: ”Computer Security: Art and Science”. Addison-Wesley, 2003
R. Anderson: “Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed Systems (2nd
edition)”, John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Other recommended reading material will be made available to the students during the course.
Replacement course for:
IMT4561 Applied information security
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4116 Reverse Engineering and Malware Analysis - Study
plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4116
Course name:
Reverse Engineering and Malware Analysis
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
Prerequisite(s):
Laboratory activities will involve analyzing and handling malicious code on your computer system.
Virtual machines and due caution will be used, but it is nevertheless not recommended to use your
organizations laptop in laboratory activity.
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
The candidate possess knowledge of methodology, technology and application of malware
analysis and reverse engineering
The candidate possess thorough knowledge of anonymous analysis
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of static malware analysis
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of dynamic malware analysis
The candidate possess thorough knowledge of malware classification and functionality
The candidate possess knowledge of anti-reverse engineering techniques
The candidate possess thorough knowledge of building and using a malware lab
Skills:
The candidate is capable of applying malware analysis methodology and technology
The candidate is capable of applying advanced static malware analysis
The candidate is capable of applying advanced dynamic malware analysis
The candidate is able to identify basic and some advanced malware functionality
The candidate is able to identify known anti-reverse engineering techniques
The candidate is able to conduct an analysis without revealing that the investigation is taking
place and/or revealing their identity.
General competence:
The candidate is capable of analyzing relevant professional and research problems in malware
analysis
The candidate is capable of applying their knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to
accomplish advanced task and projects in malware analysis
The candidate is capable of working independently as a malware analyst and is familiar with
terminology.
The candidate is capable of discussing professional problems, analysis and conclusions in the
field of malware analysis, both with professionals and with general audience
The candidate has the learning skills to continue acquiring new knowledge and skills in a largely
self-directed manner
The candidate is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes
Topic(s):
Malware methodology
Basic analysis
Advanced static analysis
Advanced Dynamic analysis
Anonymous and stealthy analysis
Malware classification and functionality
Anti Reverse-engineering
Malware lab
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Other
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Students are free to choose
the pedagogic arrangement that is best fitted for their own requirement. The lectures in the course will
be given on campus and are recorded. Intensive lab exercises are offered. Participation in the lab on
campus is recommended even for remote students. Nevertheless, the lab exercises are also recorded, so
that the course is open for both campus and remote students.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Home exam, 72 hours
Oral presentation
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
The home exam is given a temporary grade.
Individual oral examination/presentation may adjust the grade up or down to the final grade,
according to performance.
Students must obtain a passing grade on the home exam to be able to present themselves for the
oral examination/presentation.
Students must pass both parts to pass the course
For off campus students the oral exam will be arranged through web conference.
In specific circumstances, the course responsible can slightly adjust the limits in the conversion table to
enforce compatibility with the qualitative descriptions on the A-F scale.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner, external examiner is used periodically (every four years)
Re-sit examination:
For the final home exam: Re-sit examination in August, followed by a new oral exam.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
All exercises must be approved in order to take the home and oral exam.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Geir Olav Dyrkolbotn
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Teaching Materials:
Books/standards, conference/journal papers and web resources, such as
M.Sikorski and A. Honig: Practical Malware Analysis, The hands on guide to dissecting
Malicious Software
M. Ligh, S Adair, B Hartstein and M.Richard: Malware Analyst’s Cookbook and DVD: Tools
and Techniques for Fighting Malicious Code.
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4204 Intrusion Detection in Physical and Virtual Networks Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4204
Course name:
Intrusion Detection in Physical and Virtual Networks
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Autumn
Duration (additional text):
The course will be first taught in autumn 2017.
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
It is desirable to possess basic knowledge about the TCP/IP protocol stack.
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
Possesses advanced knowledge in detection/prevention of intrusions in computer systems and
networks, in particular: application of advanced search algorithms in intrusion detection,
unsupervised and supervised learning methods used in these systems, computational
complexity-theoretic modeling, information-theoretic modeling of intrusion detection/prevention
systems, and intrusion detection in virtual networks.
Possesses thorough knowledge about theory and scientific methods relevant for intrusion
detection.
Is capable of applying his/her knowledge in design and analysis of intrusion detection/prevention
systems.

Skills:
Is capable of analyzing existing theories, methods and interpretations in the field of intrusion
detection and working independently on solving theoretical and practical problems.
Can use relevant scientific methods in independent research and development in intrusion
detection.
Is capable of performing critical analysis of various literature sources and applying them in
structuring and formulating scientific reasoning in the field of intrusion detection and prevention.
Is capable of carrying out an independent limited research or development project in intrusion
detection under supervision, following the applicable ethical rules.
General competence:
Is capable of analyzing relevant professional and research ethical problems in the field of
intrusion detection.
Is capable of applying his/her knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to accomplish
advanced tasks and projects.
Can work independently and is familiar with terminology in the field of intrusion detection and
prevention.
Is capable of discussing professional problems in the field of intrusion detection and prevention,
both with specialists and with general audience.
Is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes.
Topic(s):
IDS/IPS definition and classification
Basic elements of attacks and their detection
Misuse detection systems (search algorithms and applications in IDS)
Anomaly detection systems (learning, intelligence, and machine learning basics: principles,
measures, performance evaluation, method combinations, basics of artificial neural networks,
clustering (hierarchical and partitional) and supervised learning in IDS)
Testing IDS and measuring their performances
Computational complexity-theoretic and information-theoretic IDS models and quality criteria
Intrusion detection in virtual networks.
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Exercises
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through the learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 5 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Internal examiner. External examiner is used every 5 years, next time in 2020.
Re-sit examination:
Ordinary re-sit examination in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
D: Ingen trykte eller håndskrevne hjelpemidler tillatt. Bestemt, enkel kalkulator tillatt.
Examination support:
Dictionary, calculator
Coursework Requirements:
None.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Slobodan Petrovic
Course responsibility:
Professor Slobodan Petrovic
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Teaching Materials:
Compulsory literature:
Various papers, uploaded in the learning management system.
Recommended literature:
Books on intrusion detection and prevention, such as
1. Rebecca Gurley Bace, Intrusion Detection, Macmillan, 2000.
2. Jack Koziol, Intrusion Detection with SNORT, SAMS, 2003.
3. David J. Marchette, Computer Intrusion Detection and Network Monitoring - A Statistical
Viewpoint, Springer Verlag, 2001.
4. Richard Bejtlich, Extrusion Detection - Security Monitoring for Internal Intrusions,
Addison-Wesley, 2005.
5. Stephen Northcutt, Judy Novak, Network Intrusion Detection, 3rd edition, New Riders, 2003.
Replacement course for:
IMT4741 Intrusion Detection and Prevention
Publish:
Yes
Home page:
http://www.hig.no/imt/emnesider/intrusion_detection_in_physical_and_virtual_networks
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IMT4123 System Security - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4123
Course name:
System Security
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Language of instruction:
English
On the basis of:
Candidates should have read IMT4113 Introduction to Cyber and Information Security.
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Expected learning outcomes:
Candidates who have successfully completed this course, should have achieved the following total
learning outcome
Knowledge
Candidates are expected to possess in-depth knowledge of modelling techniques for secure
computer systems
Candidates have advanced knowledge of common vulnerabilities, attack mechanisms, and
methods against computer and information systems
Candidates have thorough knowledge on the theory and methods underlying access control
Candidates have thorough knowledge on security techniques and methods applied in operating
systems
Candidates have thorough knowledge about software security and secure development process
Skills
Candidates are capable of applying relevant methods for security modelling and analysis of
software applications and information systems.
Candidates are capable of analysing, evaluating and enhancing the security of information
systems independently by identifying potential threats and propose possible countermeasures
General Competence
Candidates can analyse relevant professional and research ethical problems related to securing
information system and software.
Candidates are capable of applying their knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to carry out
advanced tasks and projects.
Candidates can work independently and are familiar with terminology of the field of software
and system security.
Candidates can communicate about academic issues related to system and software security both
with specialists and public audience.
Candidates can contribute to innovation and innovation processes in information security.
Topic(s):
Access control (formal models and systems)
System security analysis (attack-defense trees and threat modelling)
Secure software development (requirement, design, code, testing)
Vulnerabilities and attack patterns and methods (injection, overflow, race conditions, MITM )
Distributed system security (covert channels, trust modelling and propagation)
Operating systems security (hardware protection, privileges, I/O protection, virtualization)
Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Mandatory assignments
Exercises
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Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Every student is free to
choose the pedagogic arrangement form that is best fitted for her/his own requirement. The lectures in
the course will be given on campus and are open for both categories of students. All the lectures will
also be available on Internet through the university’s learning management system.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Written exam, 3 hours
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner. External examiner is used periodically every fifth year, first time
spring 2018
Re-sit examination:
Ordinary re-sit examination in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Examination support:
Dictionary.
Coursework Requirements:
Students are expected to hand in at least 4 (four) obligatory exercises.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Emneansvarlig kobling:
Basel Katt
Course responsibility:
Basel Katt
Teaching Materials:
The following textbooks are the primary references; further recommended reading is provided in the
course syllabus.
M. Bishop: Computer Security: Art and Science. Addison-Wesley, 2003.
D. Gollmann: Computer Security, 2nd edition Wiley, 2006
R. Anderson: Security Engineering: A Guide to Building Dependable Distributed Systems. John
Wiley & Sons, Chichester, UK (2001)
Replacement course for:
IMT4541 Foundations of Information Security and IMT4122 Software Security Trends
Publish:
Yes
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NEW Cyber Tactics - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4213
Course name:
Cyber Tactics
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Duration (additional text):
First time spring 2018
Language of instruction:
English
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
The candidate possess knowledge on both societal and technological aspects of cyerdomain
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of how to control the cyber domain
The candidate possess basic knowledge of areas of information management, network centric
business and information/cyber warfare
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of cyber tactics
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of the role of cyber security teams (CSIRT, SOC)
The candidate possess advanced knowledge of cyber warfare defensive techniques.
Skills:
The candidate is capable of understanding the societal, organizational and technical aspects of
cyber domain
The candidate is able to understand the importance of and the role of information management,
network centric business and information/cyber warfare
The candidate is capable of applying advanced cyber tactics
The candidate is able to lead and operate a cyber security team (CSIRT, SOC)
The candidate apply advanced cyber warfare defensive techniques
General competence:
The candidate is capable of analyzing relevant professional and research problems in the field of
cyber warfare and tactics
The candidate is capable of applying their knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to
accomplish advanced task and projects
The candidate is capable of leading and running a cyber security team, such as a CSIRT or SOC.
The candidate is capable of discussing professional problems, analysis and conclusions in the
field of cyber warfare, defence and tactics, both with professionals and with general audience
The candidate has the learning skills to continue acquiring new knowledge and skills in a largely
self-directed manner
The candidate is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes
Topic(s):
Cyber domain, social and technological aspects
Controlling the Cyber Domain
Introduction to Information Management
Introduction to Network Centric Business
Introduction to Information/cyber Warfare
Cyber tactics
The role of cyber security teams (CSIRT, SOC,)
Cyber warfare defences
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Project work
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Students are free to choose
the pedagogic arrangement that is best fitted for their own requirement. The lectures in the course will
be given on campus and are recorded.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral presentation
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
An overall evaluation based on 100 point scale, where project work counts 40 points, oral presentation
counts 20 points, and final, written exam (3 hours) counts 40 points. Conversion from 100 point scale
to A-F scale according to recommended conversion table.In specificcircumstances, the course
responsible can slightly adjust the limits in the conversion table to enforce compatibility with the
qualitative descriptions on the A-F scale.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner, external examiner is used periodically (every four years)
Re-sit examination:
For the final, written exam: Ordinary re-sit exam in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Announced fall 2017
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Geir Olav Dyrkolbotn
Teaching Materials:
Books/standards, conference/journal papers and web resources, such as
A.Jones, G.L.Kovacich, P. G. Luzwick: Global Information Warfare: How businesses,
Governments and others achieve objectives and attain competitive advantages.
C.Zimmermann: 10 Strategies for a World Class Cybersecurity Operations Center, Mitre
Selection of articles, to be announces at startup
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Additional information:
First time Spring 2018
Publish:
Yes
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IMT4214 Cyber Intelligence - Study plans 2016-2017
Course code:
IMT4214
Course name:
Cyber Intelligence
Course level:
Master (syklus 2)
ECTS Credits:
7.5
Duration:
Vår
Duration (additional text):
First time Spring 2018
Language of instruction:
English
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Expected learning outcomes:
Knowledge:
The candidate possesses knowledge of the intelligence lifecycle
The candidate possesses thorough knowledge of cyber intelligence
The candidate possesses through knowledge the following steps: planning, collecting,
processing, production and dissemination, related to cyber Intelligence.
The candidate possess thorough knowledge on how to build Cyber Situation Awareness
The candidate possess knowledge of treath actors, in particular APT
The candidate possess thorough knowledge of attribution and campagne analysis, related to
cyber domain
Skills:
The candidate is capable of applying malware analysis methodology and technology
The candidate is capable of applying advanced static malware analysis
The candidate is capable of applying advanced dynamic malware analysis
The candidate is able to disassemble binaries and analyzing assembly code
The candidate is able to identify basic and some advanced malware functionality
The candidate is able to identify known anti-reverse engineering techniques
General competence:
The candidate is capable of analyzing relevant professional and research problems in malware
analysis
The candidate is capable of applying their knowledge and skills in new fields, in order to
accomplish advanced task and projects in malware analysis
The candidate is capable of working independently as a malware analyst and is familiar with
terminology.
The candidate is capable of discussing professional problems, analysis and conclusions in the
field of malware analysis, both with professionals and with general audience
The candidate has the learning skills to continue acquiring new knowledge and skills in a largely
self-directed manner
The candidate is capable of contributing to innovation and innovation processes
Topic(s):
The intelligence lifecycle (general methodology)
Planning – building a collection plan
Collecting
Processing
Produce
Disseminate
Cyber Intelligence (specific methodology)
Open Source Intelligence
Information sharing (tools, procedures, trust, TAXII/STIXS)
Threat actors (APT, Attribution, diamond model)
Situation Awareness (RCP, products…)
Cyber SA (Threat awareness, mission awareness, network awareness)
(Cyber Threat landscape)
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Teaching Methods:
Lectures
Laboratory work
Net Support Learning
Mandatory assignments
Project work
Teaching Methods (additional text):
The course will be made accessible for both campus and remote students. Students are free to choose
the pedagogic arrangement that is best fitted for their own requirement. The lectures in the course will
be given on campus and are recorded.
Form(s) of Assessment:
Oral presentation
Written exam, 3 hours
Evaluation of Project(s)
Form(s) of Assessment (additional text):
An overall evaluation based on 100 point scale, where project work counts 40 points, oral presentation
counts 20 points, and final, written exam (3 hours) counts 40 points. Conversion from 100 point scale
to A-F scale according to recommended conversion table.In specificcircumstances, the course
responsible can slightly adjust the limits in the conversion table to enforce compatibility with the
qualitative descriptions on the A-F scale.
Grading Scale:
Alphabetical Scale, A(best) – F (fail)
External/internal examiner:
Evaluated by internal examiner, external examiner is used periodically (every four years)
Re-sit examination:
For the final, written exam: Ordinary re-sit exam in August.
Tillatte hjelpemidler:
Coursework Requirements:
Announced in fall 2017.
Academic responsibility:
Faculty of Computer Science and Media Technology
Course responsibility:
Geir Olav Dyrkolbotn
Teaching Materials:
Books/standards, conference/journal papers and web resources, to be decided
Publish:
Yes
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